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Hi-Fi Tuning Fuses

Gold plated fuses? You’ve got
to be kidding, right?

Well, no actually.
These Audio Tuning
fuses employ silver 
fuse wire and gold plated
caps. They’re available in
various sizes and values
and are supposedly
directional, although 
I can’t reliably detect a difference. 
What I can detect, all too easily in the
system at home, is their effect on the
sound as a whole: less grain, blacker
background and more natural colours.
At £20 a throw you’ll need a few to treat
an entire system but so far, every piece

of equipment I’ve tried them on has
benefited. Around a £100 to equip 

a whole system is not
unreasonable given the sonic

improvement you’ll experience.
Just don’t go here unless your

system is already well tuned
and not in the habit of
blowing fuses. Otherwise it
could be a frustrating and

expensive disappointment. But as the
final touch to a sorted set-up, the Audio
tuning fuses are an excellent choice. RG

Price: £20 ea.

hififorsale.com
Tel. (44)(0)870 2412469
Net. www.hififorsale.com

The Sophia Electric S.E.T. Princess
300B Mesh Plate Tube

I’ve embarked on a lengthy project
investigating a variety of 300B tubes 
for my Manleys and other amps. This
Sophia Electric 300B Mesh Plate has
emerged as a very special tube indeed.
It offers not only a one year warranty,
but a surprisingly affordable price for an
audiophile 300B, at $450 for a matched
pair! That’s rather less than half the price
of most of the serious competition! 
I know the standard that everyone
measures 300Bs by and I’m here to 
tell you (hear to tell you?) that these
Sophia’s can stand with the best of them,
Western Electrics and all. 

These tubes have
been designed 
by Sophia 
and are hand
matched,
tested and
selected
especially 
for them. 
The very 
first thing 
I noticed 
was their
stability in
holding a
bias setting
– they don’t
drift. With
less than five-hours on the tubes when 
I first set them I checked every other 
day and for the better part of six-weeks
I never had to adjust the bias settings 

on the amps. That’s almost unheard of 
in the Manleys. How do they sound?
They have an openness, a clarity 
and sweetness (with no euphonic
coloration) that is quite amazing. I have
switched to the higher priced spread on
several occasions and I’ve come back to
the Sophia’s time and time again. RSF

Price: $450/pair

Net. www.sophiaelectric.com

21st Century Vinyl: Michael
Fremer’s Practical Guide to
Turntable Set-up

Michael Fremer, for
those who may not (?)
know, is a Senior
Contributing Editor for
Stereophile Magazine
where, amongst other
writing, he authors a
monthly column entitled
the ‘Analog Corner’.
Michael is an industry
cheerleader with a
positive and devoted outlook on all
things vinyl. He also operates a website
http://www.musicangle.com where 
you will find interesting information
about records, interviews with noted
personalities, record reviews and much
more. With his interest in analog and 
a background that includes work in 
the film industry, he was a natural to
produce a DVD devoted to bringing 
the ‘art and science of turntable set-up’
to the masses.

Many audiophiles count on their
dealers (and so they should) to help
them set-up a turntable, tonearm and
cartridge. On this three-hour plus disc,

Fremer shows you in great detail, how
to set up the Pro-Ject RM-5 (RPM-5), 

a Rega P5 and a VPI 
Scoutmaster. There are
many excellent tips for
the beginner and I
believe this DVD 
should be given free 
by all dealers to turn-
tables newbies! 
Fremer carefully 
shows you how to 
set-up almost any
cartridge on a variety

of arms and walks you through the
geometry of the cartridge-tonearm-
turntable interface. There is a wealth 
of material here, including some ‘easter
eggs’ and other surprises. I highly
recommend this DVD to anyone
looking to banish the analog heebie-
jeebies and dissolve the mystique of
turntable set-up. Currently available
only in NTSC format, there will be 
a PAL version available soon.  RSF

Price: £30.00

Moth Marketing
Tel. (44)(0)1234 741152
Net. www.britishaudio.co.uk
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